Terms and Conditions
Shell GO+ promotion
These Terms and Conditions prevail in the event of any conflict or inconsistency with any other
communications, including advertising or promotional materials. Entry and claim instructions are
deemed to form part of the Terms and Conditions. Please retain a copy for your information.
1.

The Promotion
1.1.
The promoter of the promotion (the “Promotion”) is Shell EV Charging Solutions UK Ltd. (the
“Promoter”).
1.2.
The Promotion is available from 00.00 GMT on the 22nd February 2022 until 23:59 GMT on the
31st August 2022 (“Promotion Period”).

2.

Participants
2.1.
The Promotion is available for Shell Recharge app users at Shell Recharge rapid charge points
at Shell service stations, which can be found in the Shell Recharge app by applying the filter
‘Shell Recharge stations’ - excluding (i) “Shell Recharge in Partnership with Osprey” charging
stations and (ii) Shell Recharge charge points at Waitrose sites - in England, Scotland and
Wales ("Participating Shell Service Stations").

3.

The offer
3.1.
The Promotion will entitle Participants to a discount of 30% (thirty percent) on any EV charging
transaction at Participating Shell Service Stations during the period stated in clause 3.3 below.
3.2.
The Promotion can be activated by Participants within the Shell Recharge app by submitting
their Shell Go+ digital barcode. This can be found in the Shell Go+ Mobile app under “My
Card”.
3.3.
The Promotion will be available to a Participant for 3 months from the date on which it is
activated, subject to clause 1.2 above. The Promotion can be activated at any time during the
Promotion Period, however to achieve the full 3 months benefit the Promotion must be
activated by the 1st of June 2022.
3.4.
Details of the Participating Service Stations are available in the Shell Recharge app using the
Shell Recharge stations filter.
3.5.
The Promotion is not valid at “Shell Recharge in Partnership with Osprey” charging stations.
3.6.
The promotion discount detailed in clause 3.1 will be visible on the charger preview screen in
the Shell Recharge app.
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4.

Additional Terms
4.1.
If for any reason any aspect of this Promotion is not capable of running as planned the
Promoter may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Promotion.
4.2.
The Promoter and its associated agencies and companies will not be liable for any loss
(including, without limitation, indirect, special or consequential loss or loss of profits), expense
or damage which is suffered or sustained (whether or not arising from any person’s negligence)
in connection with this Promotion, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law
(including personal injury, death and fraud) in which case that liability is limited to the minimum
allowable by law.
4.3.
If an act, omission, event or circumstance occurs which is beyond the reasonable control of
the Promoter and which prevents the Promoter from complying with these Terms and
Conditions the Promoter will not be liable for any failure to perform or delay in performing its
obligations.
4.4.
It is not currently possible for Shell Recharge visits to be classed as Go+ visits and they will
therefore not be counted as such.
4.5.
Promoter may modify or vary these Terms and Conditions at any time within its sole and
absolute discretion.
4.6.
If any provisions of these Terms and Conditions are judged to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, this shall not affect or impact the continuation in full force and effect the
remainder of the provisions.
4.7.
By entering this Promotion, Participants agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions.
4.8.
These Terms and Conditions are governed by English law and shall be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.
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